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Documentation of CONTAWORDS1 

 

 

With ContaWords you can quickly and easily get a frequency analysis of 

your texts (pdf, html, txt). The results can be downloading and easily 

handled. 

How it works? 

When you give ContaWords a task, it first reads the words of a text file and 

decides what part of speech to assign to each word (credit-Noun-credit but 

credit-Verb-to_credit). It then begins to count how many times a word 

appears in the text in every possible way (credits, credit, credited… etc). 

ContaWords can also take into account that a sequence of words can, for 

example, be the name of an organization, a person or an entity (Named 

Entity Recognition). 

Besides all this, ContaWords can find sequences of two words that seem to 

appear together more often than would be expected, such as "monetary 

policy " or "fiscal balance ". Maybe it can be useful for your study, too! 

                                                            
1 http://contawords.iula.upf.edu/ 
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Using Contawords 

 

 

 

You can run multiple ContaWords simultaneously: when ContaWords starts 

to count, the status “In Progress” will appear in "Results" and when the task 

is complete the status will change to “Finished”. 
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When the status is “In Progress”, you can already copy the URLs of new 

texts and click to run ContaWords again. 

For each task that you give to ContaWords, it puts all of your results into a 

single spreadsheet file (Excel file; .xls) that you can download when all of 

the tasks are finished. 
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In each tab of the Excel file, you will find the following information:  

 A- A general overview; 

 B- Frequency counts for each individual part-of-speech: nouns, 
adjectives and verbs; 

 C- Entities; 

 D- Absolute frequency count for combinations of 2 words that 
ContaWords has deemed “significant”; 

 E - Absolute frequency count for different lemmas (all parts of 
speech) 

 F- Absolute frequency count for words by form (all parts of speech) 

 G- Absolute frequency count for two word sequences by lemma 
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The above is all done with ContaWords. Now it's your turn! You can sort the 

words to see the most frequent nouns, or look to see if there are many 

negative adjectives, or ... you can discover new uses for the information 

provided by ContaWords. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

This documented is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 
Spain License. To view a copy of this license, visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/es/. 

 

Please send feedback and questions on this document to: iulatrl@upf.edu 

TRL Group (Tecnologies dels Recursos Lingüístics), Institut Universitari de 
Lingüística Aplicada, Universitat Pompeu Fabra (IULA-UPF) 

 


